ACTIVITY
To survey and restripe lanes on Sky Way at World Way North, Arrivals Level inner lanes at Terminal 1 will be closed Wednesday, May 13 at 11PM through Thursday, May 14 at 8AM. The first slip ramp to the inner lanes will also be closed.

IMPACTS (1)
The LAX-it and LAX Shuttle Stops at Terminal 1 will be temporarily relocated to the LAX FlyAway Shuttle Stop further west at Terminal 1. Signage will be in place directing guests to the relocated stops.

IMPACTS (2)
All inner lane shuttles (LAX-it, LAX FlyAway, and LAX Shuttles) must enter inner lanes through the second slip ramp from World Way North. LAX-it Shuttles exiting the lot to Little Century must use the slip ramp to World Way North to avoid the closure.